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EDITORS' NOTE
SHIRIN SUBHANI AND SHAHANA DATTAGUPTA

Shirin Subhani and Shahana Dattagupta were inspired to become "curators" of stories of courageous 
creativity after experiencing firsthand, the transformative power of creative thinking and expression that 
involve emotional risk and personal vulnerability. For more about Shirin and Shahana, please visit the "About 
Us" page on Flying Chickadee's Web site: www.flyingchickadee.com/about.html
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It is a deep calling that compelled us to embark on this journey. This calling is founded in our belief that every human 
being is created so that creativity itself may thrive through our existence. And that really, this is why we are here - 
experiencing this amazing human life - to exercise our creative spirit in little and big ways, expected and unexpected 
ways, touching and inspiring ways. And, that creativity is the source of healing, empowerment and, ultimately, of 
transformation. 

We also believe that creative expression that generates change, inherently begins with an act of courage on the 
creator's part. Every effort to think outside the box, break the mould, challenge the status quo, requires one to surmount 
one's natural fears of survival. Hence, courageous creativity is innately the antidote to fear, and the path to a thriving life. 
One act of courageous creativity by a teacher could change a student's course. And such an act by a caring naturopath 
can reverse cancer, by a mother can change a child's life, by a filmmaker can ignite an entire movement, and by a 
common citizen can change an entire community's course. But most of all, every act of courageous creativity transforms 
one's own self. And such internal change, without fail, sparks positive, external change in the world.

So, as we surmount our own fears and channel our creative energies to launch the very first issue of Courageous 
Creativity, we find ourselves already personally transformed. You know an idea has meaning and relevance when it 
instantly grows bigger than its generators, when it takes on a life of its own, when it is received with open hearts by 
many, who gladly turn into co-creators. Such is the power of creativity. We are both inspired and humbled by the 
inspiring personal stories that have organically made their way to us, and are incredibly grateful to present them to our 
readers through this maiden issue of Courageous Creativity. 

EDITORS' NOTE

“... THIS IS WHY WE ARE HERE - EXPERIENCING THIS AMAZING HUMAN LIFE
- TO EXERCISE OUR CREATIVE SPIRIT IN LITTLE AND BIG WAYS,

EXPECTED AND UNEXPECTED WAYS, TOUCHING  AND INSPIRING WAYS."



EDITORS' NOTE

"WE ALSO BELIEVE THAT CREATIVE EXPRESSION THAT GENERATES CHANGE, 
INHERENTLY BEGINS WITH AN ACT OF COURAGE ON THE CREATOR'S PART."

In the featured article, Sabina Ansari bravely bares the very personal costs, challenges and rewards of leaping off the 
comfort of married life in America to land in the political chaos of Pakistan, to give her innate creativity - her persistent 
dreams of social change - a chance. Rowan Yeoman's insights from confronting violence as an eighteen-year old 
working in an Irish pub, have shaped a creative lens on fatherhood. Sonia Lyris's shedding of her vulnerabilities to step 
onto the dance floor for Argentinian Tango has proved to be a practice for real life.  In her evocative, musical poem, 
Saara Ahmed transcends the conflicts in matters of identity and race.

Devika Chipalkatti finds herself learning new things while repeatedly changing schools, reminding us of the innocent 
courage possible in childhood. A dialogue with filmmaker Prasanta Nanda about his spectacular and award-winning film 
The Living Ghost, and Smriti Rai's spiritual art round out this issue on a very special note.

We hope you enjoy reading every bit of this first issue of Courageous Creativity, and that you consider spreading the joy, 
liberation and power of the human creative spirit.

With joy, hope and love,

Shirin and Shahana.



“... breaking the rules."
- Yasmin Dhiman, mother of twin boys, St Louis, MO

"... thinking outside the box to charter a new path, and go where no wo/man has gone before."
- Savita Krishnamoorty, designer & art-educator, Hyderabad, India

"... examining life fearlessly through your own 'language,' and sharing it."
- Archana Kumar, dancer & choreographer, Chicago, IL

"... a spiritual exercise."
- Dr. Meenakshi Rishi, economist & academic, Seattle, WA

CREATIVITY IS...
We posed the question "What does creativity mean to you?" on our Facebook profiles, and received several
interesting and thoughtful answers. These are a few. 



“THERE IS SOMETHING SO MASCULINE ABOUT THIS NEED FOR
MEN LIKE JIM TO HIDE THEIR VULNERABILITY BEHIND THESE
FRIGHTENING FACADES, TO SHOW NO CHINK IN THEIR ARMOR,
TO BURY THE HONESTY THEY SO CRAVE TO EXPRESS."

THE FIERCEST DOGS ROWAN YEOMAN
Rowan Yeoman hopes to apply his skills as a stay-at-home dad, technology startup 
guy, and student of Tibetan Buddhism to unlock the potential of New Zealand's young 
people. Rowan lives in Auckland with his wife and four-year-old son. 
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Jim was a hard man, a mean man.  He was rumored to be importing heroin; he was rumored to be in the IRA.  He was 
my boss at the bar I worked at in west London, as an eighteen-year-old kid straight out of high school. 

I had arrived in London from small town New Zealand, with a mind full of possibilities in search of things that were big 
and bright. In stark contrast, the Red Lion was a dark place, full of mysterious etiquette and nuance. On my first day a 
friendly young guy with bright-red hair came into the bar and was immediately told to fuck off, "We don't want your sort 
in here."  I was told that he was a "gippo" (a gypsy, traveler) and that if we served him he would come back with fifty 
others, take over the bar, and their kids would steal everything that wasn't nailed down. The nice, red-haired chap 
seemed to take this abuse in his stride and left without a word.

When I first got the job at the Red Lion, which as I found out later, is the second most common name for a pub in 
England, big Gerry had hired me. Gerry was a sweet old Irishman who told me I could expect to be paid "one twenty, one 
thirty per week" and that I could move in upstairs with the rest of the staff as soon as I liked.  I hadn't been there long 
when Gerry died and after this, Jim returned.  It turned out that it was Jim's pub, and that poor old Gerry had just been 
minding it for him. Jim was a short, nugget of a man, strong as a tractor, and fat.  He knew the rest of the staff well, and 
they seemed to have a special bond. Jim loved to throw his weight around, he talked mean and made people scared, me 
included. One night he looked me in the eye, and told me that he once had somebody killed, back in Ireland.  He joked a 
lot but was seldom funny.  

Jim quickly set about reestablishing his grift. The pub was the Brewery's, but Jim owned the lease.  So the brewery 
would get the take and pay Jim a percentage.  Jim had a special key forged that let him find out how much money 
should be in the till before he had to enter in the take at the end of the night.  So he got the staff to under ring the till all 
night and then, at night's end he would count up how much money there was, how much there should be, and pocket 
the difference.  For some reason Jim trusted all of the staff to do this for him but never me.  I was hurt that he was so 
suspicious of me.  I was just a scared kid, who had his hands full just trying to get up the courage to come downstairs 
and face the punters every night.  What did he think I was going to do to him? 

"I HAD ARRIVED IN LONDON FROM SMALL TOWN NEW ZEALAND, WITH A 
MIND FULL OF POSSIBILITIES IN SEARCH OF THINGS THAT WERE BIG AND 
BRIGHT. IN STARK CONTRAST, THE RED LION WAS A DARK PLACE, FULL OF 
MYSTERIOUS ETIQUETTE AND NUANCE."

THE FIERCEST DOGS - ROWAN YEOMAN



At night, Jim hardly ever came down stairs to the bar. One night the boys from the boxing club were in after training. 
They loved to drink and fight. These, like all fights, were not the fun events that I had been brought up watching on TV. 
They, like all fights, were sickening, scary and pitiful. The sound was always shocking; that sound of someone's body 
being beaten, bone on bone. Someone was always left broken and humiliated, desperately wishing they could transport 
themselves away from the eyes of the watching crowd. This night was worse than most and when a fight broke out I ran 
upstairs to get Jim.  Jim would sort this out.  Everyone was afraid of Jim, one look at him and all would fall in line.  As I 
ran up the stairs I felt shame because I knew that I was taking the chance to run away from what was happening.  I 
shouted for Jim again and again but he didn't answer. The fight resolved itself in the usual way.  People went back to 
their drinks and conversations.  One sad soul dragged himself painfully from the building, hoping in vain that no one was 
watching him as he went.

Later on, when the night was over, Jim came downstairs to count up the take and pocket his winnings.  I asked him 
where he had been.  His face looked troubled; he told me that he had been watching TV, and hadn't heard me.  Late that 
night when he was drunk he confessed to me, that a couple of years ago he had been hit over the head with a paving 
stone outside the pub.  That he spent a week in hospital and had been scared shitless ever since, convinced that 
violence would happen to him.  I realized that he had heard me calling that night, but he hid because he was too scared 
to come downstairs.  He stared me down and warned me that no one else knew this about him.  The next day he fired 
me.   

These days I feel a long way away from Jim and the Red Lion. Much of the detail has faded, but I have never forgotten 
what I learned there.  I still think about why he felt the need to confess to me.  Somehow I think he suspected all along, 
albeit mistakenly, that I could see through his façade and maybe this is what made him take the risk of telling me his 
secret.  

"THEY, LIKE ALL FIGHTS, WERE SICKENING, SCARY AND PITIFUL. THE 
SOUND WAS ALWAYS SHOCKING; THAT SOUND OF SOMEONE'S BODY BEING 
BEATEN, BONE ON BONE. SOMEONE WAS ALWAYS LEFT BROKEN AND 
HUMILIATED ... "

THE FIERCEST DOGS - ROWAN YEOMAN



There is something so masculine about this need for men like Jim to hide their vulnerability behind these frightening 
façades, to show no chink in their armor, to bury the honesty they so crave to express.  Thinking about Jim has led me to 
insights into my own behavior.  I am aware that my worst traits are borne out of fear, but also that I, like Jim, am 
desperate to unburden myself of this fear.  Maybe it is too late for Jim, I don't know.  I feel sad for him that his 
fortifications, so brittle, will one day fail - who knows what he will be left with?  

These thoughts drive me to be courageous in my honesty; I try to take my chances to share my fears with others.  As I 
raise my son I try to tell him the truth about how I feel.  If I am scared I tell him and ask for his help.  There is not much a 
four-year-old can do, but it melts my heart to feel him pat me on the shoulder and tell me that everything will be fine.  

I see people like Jim every day.  I see Jim in every brutal regime as it crushes an uprising, in every ferocious dog, in 
every angry parent.  Occasionally he lurks in my thoughts in my less proud moments.  As I attempt to find ways of 
explaining the horrors of the world to my son, I find myself remembering Jim.  Not long ago he witnessed someone we 
know explode with rage and act with cruelty.  When he asks me why someone would do such things, I realize that the 
answer I give to a four-year-old is the same answer that I would give to anyone.  I tell him, "That person is scared; he is 
shaking in his boots."

THE FIERCEST DOGS - ROWAN YEOMAN

" I AM AWARE THAT MY WORST TRAITS ARE BORNE OUT OF FEAR, BUT ALSO 
THAT I, LIKE JIM, AM DESPERATE TO UNBURDEN MYSELF OF THIS FEAR. "



"IN A SELF-ESTABLISHED IDENTITY
I QUENCH THE DESIRE FROM THIS WORLD
TO BE NOTHING MORE 
THAN SIMPLY – ME."

"IN A SELF-ESTABLISHED IDENTITY
I QUENCH THE DESIRE FROM THIS WORLD
TO BE NOTHING MORE 
THAN SIMPLY – ME."

PUNJABI IDENTITY SAARA AHMED
Saara Ahmed is a South Asian Seattleite, who revels in creative activism in her community. 
With an academic background in human rights and an interest in new media tools, she has
a wide array of experiences in many spheres. Her passion has always been in building
community and empowering others; she has volunteered with several humanitarian
organizations. She is inspired by her passion for photography and poetry to be engaged
with the arts in her community. 
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PUNJABI IDENTITY - SAARA AHMED

Kehtan te guzar ke
Kent nu wapis
Blastin Gurdas Maan music
My newfound fetish 
Returned to my hood
Don't get me misunderstood
Not some simple minded suburbanite
I'm on a path to find for me what's right 
BACK to truths
Sometimes denied
Set aside
for wanna-be 
realities 
THIS is where 
I'M FROM
Realizing that I 
might just
be done
Claimin as my own
Where my Daadi was from 
Gurdaspur
I never even 
been there 
IDEAS are 
unrealistic
and got me 
Nostalgic 
Punjabi identity
comfort zone
So called home 
FEELING
Nostalgia

When I - reject 
America
Not the nationality
Or regional identity
What does it even mean?
To be South Asian?
You know
I'm actually
CAUCASIAN 
Descendant of 
Chengez Khan
Furthest back
Roots us all 
Afreekan 
One blood line
For all humankind 
Behind 
my Punjabi pride
There might be some
subliminal messages 
inside
but this shit 
is bigger than me
Not your typical 
hypocritical 
double identity

The safe space
of poetry
has allowed me the 
depth to see 
That I've constantly been 
fantasizing

A time when there 
was NO colonizing 
Or homogenizing
Of all the different 
cultural roots
That once played
Simultaneous 
melodies like 
flutes 
Sure all the Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs just might
Have found some other ridiculous reason to fight 
But did the Brits act in goodwill?
Segregated to distill
Claimed religion in the kill

The deeper WE dig
The steeper the battle uphill
For future generations 
To wisen up enough for 
truthful Interpretations 
While the cycles of history
unfortunately repeat
LET ME just turn up that
Dhol-beat 

In a self-established identity
I quench the desire from this world
To be nothing more 
than simply – me



Viewing her work as art, Diya owner Shaline Samy 
promotes harmony, balance and inner beauty with 
a personal, nurturing and creative touch. Her 
personal journey of growing up as a Fijian-Indian 
female in Canada struggling with body image 
issues, inspired her to create a safe and healing 
space for others to regenerate and rejuvenate 
through a mind-body-and-soul connection. Her 
intention for Diya is to be a sanctuary for people to 
create relationships, have meaningful 
conversations and above all, be themselves! 

At Diya SkinCare Spa we believe in Holistic Skin Care and are passionate about offering only the purest 
treatments using natural skin care products & botanical formulations. Our highly trained estheticians cater 
each treatment to your individual needs. Visit Diya For All Your Skin Care Needs. We Offer Facials,Peels, 
Massages, Body Scrubs/Wraps, Waxing & Threading Services! Use the code COURAGE for 10% off any 
service! (Expires 8/15/10)

www.diyaskincarespa.com
Activ Space, Suite 445, 11015 Lake City Way NE, Seattle, WA 98125

206.753.9810, diyaskincarespa@hotmail.com

http://www.diyaskincarespa.com


"I LET THE AIR TAKE ME BACK TO THE ROOFTOP OF MY 
CHILDHOOD, WHERE I HAD STOOD AS A SEVEN-YEAR-OLD, 
STARING AT THE FILTHY SLUMS THAT STRETCHED TO THE 
GLORIOUS ARABIAN SEA, DREAMING OF CHANGING IT ALL."

MERA HAJJ SABINA ANSARI
Sabina Ansari is an artist and activist who would like to have some peace and social 
justice already.  She was born in Pakistan and lived in Karachi until the age of 18.  
She then moved to Illinois for college and has since lived in New York, Vancouver, 
Toronto, Dubai and Seattle.  She loves to cook, sing, dance, hike and swim in the sea.  
She is a night owl who is mesmerized by the full moon.
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When I told my boss  why I was going back to Pakistan, she handed me a book she'd written a few years earlier after 
making a similar journey back to India. "Pilgrimage."  I smiled at her.  After all the long explanations I'd given to various 
people on both sides of the globe, her book title summed it in one word.  We knew.  

It was a trip I couldn't put off any longer when a loved one had a heart attack.  It was a return I'd resisted since I learned 
what I learned the last time I was there.  Four years later, I was making the same journey again, and it was scaring me 
breathless.  The same pull, a few more wrinkles, a few more pounds – without my man this time.  I had let go of a lot 
this year: the past, my idea of my father, my fear of letting go.  Material possessions, my lovely apartment, my family 
home in Vancouver.  My attachment to my partner.  

Ever since I decided to go back, I'd been in auto-pilot wrap-up mode.  Work picked up with the intensity of a lover 
ravaging you before a parting.  The farewells almost killed me, definitely pickling my liver.  Packing for three months for 
Karachi, starting in December: I can't even put that sampling of wardrobe needs into words.  

When my mother told me the house had sold, I was happy for her. The week before my departure, I drove to Vancouver to 
say good-bye to her and the house.  I'd said good-bye to this house before and I didn't think much of it. Saturday night, 
some friends came over to say their own goodbyes.  I asked my cousin to tweak one of my long layers of hair.  We sat in 
my mother's warm, colorful kitchen, sharing food, wine and stories.  As she snipped away, I became present to the 
space this family home represented to me, of the people sitting around me, of many evenings spent like this – and this 
definitely being the last one.  

My cousin cut off way more hair than I had asked.  I looked in dismay at the mound of black locks that I had nurtured for 
years, lying lifeless on the kitchen floor.  I didn't understand why, after all I'd let go of willingly, this one piece of comfort 
was taken away from me.  It seemed so unnecessary and cruel.

"IT WAS A RETURN I'D RESISTED SINCE I LEARNED WHAT I LEARNED THE 
LAST TIME I WAS THERE.  FOUR YEARS LATER, I WAS MAKING THE SAME 
JOURNEY AGAIN, AND IT WAS SCARING ME BREATHLESS."

MERA HAJJ - SABINA ANSARI

LEAPING



When I sobbed later that night, it was for everything tangled in my curls that had fallen to the kitchen floor and been 
swept into oblivion.  In my hair were eleven years of history in that house.  Laughter, precious memories – the trauma, 
the joy, the madness that was the Ansari household.  The place my parents bought when they were still married, the last 
home in which my family was one unit of four.  The place which saw the beginning of my love for a man I would later 
marry. The place that's been my refuge, my spa, my womb.  Gone.  In my hair were seven years with my lover, my 
husband, my best friend and my healer.  The man who made me laugh, made me relax, made me feel beautiful.  The 
man for whom I had altered my trajectory from fighting for justice in Karachi to enjoying peace in Seattle.  In my hair 
were four years of making Seattle my home, finding a new community, and finding myself.

Empty, cold panic stole my sleep that night.  My head felt too light, like I was bald.  Why was I leaving this comfortable 
life?  Giving up the charming apartment on Lake Washington?  Leaving behind the most amazing man to have by one's 
side?  Insisting on working for myself for very little cash?  Heading into a warzone?  Why did I have to lose all my hair 
days before leaving for Karachi?  Did I have to face this daunting journey feeling naked, vulnerable and ugly?  Feeling 
stripped and violated?  And why, of all the fucking things I let go to prepare for this journey, did this one superficial thing 
break me like this?

I stopped crying with a jolt when I remembered.  Muslims shave their hair to make their ultimate pilgrimage to Makkah.  
I may be following my own faith to my own Makkah, but along the way I have discovered that some things were 
designed for a reason, whether I get it or not.  So maybe it was necessary after all.  My hair was obviously far heavier 
than I knew, so it had to be shed for me to take my final leap.

Defeated into surrender, I shut my swollen eyes in the wee hours of the morning.  As sleep began to take my body, my 
tired soul threw a haunting question at me.  What else was ending, or had already ended, that I didn't choose and wasn't 
yet aware of?

"MUSLIMS SHAVE THEIR HAIR TO MAKE THEIR ULTIMATE PILGRIMAGE TO 
MAKKAH. I MAY BE FOLLOWING MY OWN FAITH TO MY OWN MAKKAH, BUT 
ALONG THE WAY I HAVE DISCOVERED THAT SOME THINGS WERE DESIGNED 
FOR A REASON, WHETHER I GET IT OR NOT."

MERA HAJJ - SABINA ANSARI



My first week in Karachi, I fell victim to a disabling stupor.  I slept like I was shot with horse tranquilizers.  It took effort 
to get out of bed and join the Ansari family reunion, and it was about all I could manage.  I didn't want to face anyone, I 
didn't want to go out, I didn't respond to outraged messages from friends eager to see me.  After dinner I flopped into 
bed, painstakingly avoiding my dadi's  room next door, left empty by her death during my absence and still as full of her 
as ever.  

Finally succumbing to weird looks by family and angry demands by friends, I started to reconnect.  At first, the culture 
shock punched me in the ribcage.  I listened to conversations about the stress caused by maids and private schools, 
country club waiting lists and boring Karachi parties, who's splitting up and who's cheating on whom, and oh the stress, 
the stress…  Who took away the personalities of the girls I grew up with and replaced them with the high-society 
aunties we had all abhorred? I had nothing to contribute to their conversations, and they didn't venture into new ones by 
asking about my life.  I felt that my girlfriends, my sisters, no longer knew me, and that all we had in common now was 
our history.

A Pakistani friend in Seattle had given me two nuggets of wisdom as a parting gift: build structure into your day right 
away, and look at the glass half full.  So I did just that, and the gloom began to lift.  I started to volunteer with an 
organization that promotes peace and civic engagement in Karachi.  I had given up an invitation to be a part of this 
organization as it was being conceived four years ago, when I walked away from Karachi to be a wife in Seattle.  I had 
pined for it ever since, and I grabbed at it hungrily.  

Overnight, I was engaged in exhilarating projects and inspiring conversations.  A web portal to connect volunteers to 
non-profit organizations.  A movement to promote friendship between India and Pakistan using art, culture and trade.  A 
foundation supporting sustainable development in education, nutrition and healthcare.  Renewable energy projects.  A 
Marxist rock band organizing the peasantry to demand their rights from feudal landlords.  Open mic nights and bold 
female standup comedians.  Subversive public art and peace rallies.  

"AT FIRST, THE CULTURE SHOCK PUNCHED ME IN THE RIBCAGE … WHO 
TOOK AWAY THE PERSONALITIES OF THE GIRLS I GREW UP WITH AND 
REPLACED THEM WITH THE HIGH-SOCIETY AUNTIES WE HAD ALL 
ABHORRED?"

LANDING
MERA HAJJ - SABINA ANSARI
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I had jumped right into my community of movers and shakers and made new friends in minutes.  I touched up my 
resume, I found my ustad , and I was catapulted into action.  

That's when it began.  I ignored it at first, keeping my blinders tightly in place.  But it was happening anyway.  My heart 
was beating differently.  The blood it was pumping danced through me and did strange and wonderful things to my body.  
My uterus started to stabilize after five years of trauma.  My skin breathed and glowed.  Ten pounds melted off my body 
and it began to float and glide.  My lungs cleared, despite the Karachi cocktail of diesel smoke and chemical smog.  My 
eyes took on a new luminance.  My mirror told me a different story in Karachi than it had in Seattle:  I looked younger, 
slimmer, vibrant and beautiful.  And I had fallen in love with the short curls bouncing around my face and caressing the 
nape of my neck.  I loved how my head was so much lighter, how there was nothing resting on my back and shoulders 
anymore.  Something dark had lifted off me and set me free. 

I was home.  I knew this to be the truth.  Fifteen years of trying my best and I still was no American.  Karachi may be a 
ghetto, but it was my ghetto.  It opened its arms and embraced me in a tight hug, as if it too had been yearning for me all 
these years.  After some awkward fidgeting, lost pieces of me started to fit together like a jigsaw puzzle, even those that 
I had rejected.  I struggled at first, but once I gave in there was no turning back.  This was my calling, and I couldn't deny 
it anymore.  

I ignored the golf ball of anxiety in my stomach.  It's okay, I told myself, we'd make it work somehow. He could do 
something here, learn the language, teach.  Maybe he won't hate it this time around… maybe our love would see us 
through.

It was new year's eve.  I was on a little island off the coast of Karachi, drunk and merry, surrounded by friends old and 
new, feeling blessed and exhilarated.  I felt the warm comfort of my sisters around me, our shared history stronger than 
our present differences, our love thicker than blood.  I was so happy I thought my heart would burst.  I was admiring the 
concurrent blue moon and a lunar eclipse, when a stranger shared an astute observation about why his long term 
relationship had recently ended.  His words ripped the blinders right off my face and sent me into a tailspin that would 
prove to be long and dizzying.  

"THAT'S WHEN IT BEGAN ... MY HEART WAS BEATING DIFFERENTLY ... I 
WAS HOME. I KNEW THIS TO BE THE TRUTH ... KARACHI MAY BE A GHETTO, 
BUT IT WAS MY GHETTO."

MERA HAJJ - SABINA ANSARI
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I thought I had already jumped off the cliff and landed safely, but apparently I had been imagining it all while standing 
safely at the edge.  It was now that I was spiraling in freefall.  Like my haircut, this came both as a rude shock and 
something I had known all along.  That was the night I stopped sleeping, until the end of my stay in Karachi for three 
more months.

Karachi was asleep on a Monday night.  Normally it is my partner in insomnia, but there were targeted political killings 
today.  Twenty people died.   The Paposh neighborhood was isolated and all access roads were barricaded.  There were 
army check posts everywhere.  Army officers peered in our car and assessed the threat we posed, and I thought: I love 
Karachi.

I drove through the city in the middle of the night with my dear friend, a fellow wanderlust.  In my time away, the new 
mayor had built lots of highways and flyovers to deal with traffic congestion.  We navigated these concrete snakes like a 
mellow roller-coaster.  Driving through the KPT underpass, I saw its walls as blank concrete canvases, waiting to be 
adorned with dying Pakistani folk art.  By the time we had reached Teen Talwar, I had calculated a rough cost estimate 
and an initial fundraising strategy for the project.  

We cruised through the historic district of Saddar, where colonial era sandstone buildings stand in sad decay above 
hundreds of tiny shops crammed with electronics and novelty goods.  We passed by a special building, abandoned but 
for one man, a filmmaker and an artist, who had moved into it in an effort to protect it from the ruthless clutches of the 
land mafia.  I had recently seen his home, fallen in love with it and vowed to help him restore and transform it into his 
vision of a public gallery and chai-khana.  Exploring his building, I had made another silent promise to myself to level out 
the ground in the tiny courtyard so that the squatter community living there could have a safe little playground for their 
children.  As the building receded into the depth of my sideview mirror, I spontaneously added little flower beds in the 
future playground.

BELIEVING

"ARMY OFFICERS PEERED IN OUR CAR AND ASSESSED THE THREAT WE 
POSED, AND I THOUGHT: I LOVE KARACHI."

MERA HAJJ - SABINA ANSARI



There was a sudden traffic jam, unnerving at this hour on a deserted night.  The air was charged with electricity as every 
vehicle around us fought to forge a way out of the tangle while scanning for threats.  Bicycles and smaller vehicles had 
the luck of the draw.  We were stuck.  Next to us was a large cargo truck, decorated in the traditional Pakistani folk art I 
had dreamt of reviving just minutes ago.  Its driver ground his jaw and honked his horn.  He finally resigned and stopped 
honking.  He felt my gaze and looked my way.  I wanted to smile at him but I was afraid… of what exactly?  So I smiled 
at him, breaking many barriers.  A moment of blank surprise and then he smiled back.  If only just for a minute, the fear 
lifted from the air between our two vehicles.  We finally disentangled and drove away, and I thought: I love Karachi.

Safely on the move again, I rolled down my window and let the balmy sea air salt my tongue and fill my lungs.  I let the 
air take me back to the rooftop of my childhood, where I had stood as a seven-year-old, staring at the filthy slums that 
stretched to the glorious Arabian Sea, and dreaming of changing it all.  After almost three decades of rational thinking, 
immigrating, educating and realigning, here I was back where it all began, living my dream into my destiny.  

I now knew that I had no alternative but to aspire to give back a little to the place that had given me so much, doing 
whatever it was that I knew how to do: bring a little art, a little beauty, a little hope to the daily struggle for existence that 
is life in Pakistan. 

I burned through the days, buzzing with the hope and energy of a new beginning.  I stayed awake through the nights, 
confronting the depth of the sacrifice I had to make to respond to the incessant call within me.  I carried within me my 
aching, throbbing loss and I grieved for it.  To those who saw it, it could neither be covered up nor explained, so I just 
smiled through gentle inquiries into my well-being.  And I survived, with great gifts from my angels who were ever-
present to envelope me with love and infuse me with strength.  The ustad who called daily to make sure I was doing my 
riyaaz , and subsequently ensured that I climbed out of the darkness and croaked out my homework.  The mentors who 
took me under their roof and accepted my absence and my silence.  Friends who were ever present to listen or help me 
blow off steam.  Strangers who displayed humanity and strengthened my hope for my country.  The gifts went on and 
on, further indebting me to my third world wonderland.  And many, countless times, this kafir  felt like folding into a 
sajda.  

"I NOW KNEW THAT I HAD NO ALTERNATIVE BUT TO ... GIVE BACK A LITTLE 
TO THE PLACE THAT HAD GIVEN ME SO MUCH ... BRING A LITTLE ART, A 
LITTLE BEAUTY, A LITTLE HOPE TO THE DAILY STRUGGLE FOR EXISTENCE 
THAT IS LIFE IN PAKISTAN."

MERA HAJJ - SABINA ANSARI
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CLEARING

PARTING

I slowly vacuumed my empty lakefront apartment in Seattle, mindful of what I was sucking up.  I looked out the window 
at my friend, the big beautiful tree. I realized I didn't know the name of my friend.  As is the case with my close human 
friendships, details such as names are not real.  

The big, beautiful tree had been my guide and confidante, a silent witness to my journey over the last four years in 
Seattle.  We had spent many hours together, holding each other's gaze.  I stood in the window of 335, our more recent 
apartment that fit like a shoe one size too small.  The window was narrow and afforded me only a partial, side-view of 
the tree through a veil of cobwebs ensnared with dead things.  From this window, ironically, I also saw my old window – 
apartment 334, my real home, comfortable, beautiful, mine.  It had a much larger window, the better part of the interior 
wall that framed the full majesty of my tree.  It still hurt to look at 334, just next door but out of reach.  I focused on the 
tree, thanking it for all it had given me.  It was the same as it was the day I moved into apartment 334 as a newlywed.  
Only, I had changed windows.  I had changed.  

I left the spotless apartment forever, the last place in which my own family was one unit of two.

I lie in his arms in his new bachelor pad, staring into his soft brown eyes and beholding the kindness of his heart, the 
purity of his soul and the depth of his love.  I feel my tension melt wherever his hands caress my body.  His eyes twinkle 
mischievously as he indulges in his favorite pastime: making me laugh.  I feel all my chakras blossom open as each cell 
in my body laughs and laughs, taking in deep gulps of air to flush out all that lived there before the laughter.  

We walk down an idyllic Seattle street bathed in soft sunlight that bounces off fresh green leaves.

"I FOCUSED ON THE TREE, THANKING IT FOR ALL IT HAD GIVEN ME.  IT WAS 
THE SAME AS IT WAS THE DAY I MOVED INTO APARTMENT 334 AS A 
NEWLYWED. ONLY, I HAD CHANGED WINDOWS. I HAD CHANGED."

MERA HAJJ - SABINA ANSARI



We hold onto the other's hand as we talk about immediate future plans that will take each of us to diametrically opposite 
sides of the globe.

"We see before us two unique and gifted individuals, 
Who have come great distances, both physically and spiritually.
Who have walked separate paths, leading to the same horizon
The event horizon within which they now stand represents their shared connection 
That while they still travel separate paths 
They will do so now within the fertile valley of their relationship."
That while they still travel separate paths 
They will do so now within the fertile valley of their relationship."

He stands with me as I follow my destiny.  I stand with him as he reaches for his dream.  We don't know where our 
journeys will take us, and if we will be together at the end of it.  We do this with unconditional love, wanting only what is 
best for our beloved and ourselves.  

Partners in happy solitude, walking toward our true selves.

"Expose yourselves to an unknown future, knowing you are not alone.  
Have the courage to face your depths 
With the awareness that loving arms will hold you when you surface."

Notes on Urdu usages:

1. My pilgrimage
2. Paternal grandmother
3. Teacher of classical music
4. Vocal exercises
5. Non-believer
6. Prostration 

MERA HAJJ - SABINA ANSARI



"YOU MAY THINK IT'S HARD TO MOVE SCHOOLS, OR THAT YOU WOULD
NOT MAKE ANY FRIENDS.  BUT, FROM EVERY SCHOOL, I LEARN A NEW THING,
LIKE SOLVING CONFLICTS, OR HANDLING REJECTION ..."

CHANGING SCHOOLS,
LEARNING NEW THINGS DEVIKA CHIPALKATTI
Devika Chipalkatti is ten years old, and lives in Issaquah, Washington. She likes to read, 
go outside, or play on her computer. Devika's favorite sports are soccer and skiing. She 
has a seventeen-year-old brother going to Skyline High School.  Her mother and father 
work at Seattle University.  Also, Devika cannot wait for fifth grade to start!
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In 2004, I was a snowflake; 2005 through 2008 I was a jaguar; 2009 through 2010 I was a shark, and now I am an owl. 
Changing schools is hard; it's like a sport - you have to concentrate, you need to make new friends, and even show who 
you really are. 

My first school was for Pre-K. I wasn't afraid because everyone was new. For one whole school year I was a happy four-
year-old toddler. Then I went to Endeavour for kindergarten, and there I learned how to read, write and draw.  My 1st 
grade year was special; I met Emma, Cassie, and Maggie. (These are not their real names.) They are my true best 
friends. But, I also made enemies with a girl who was Emma's best friend too. I tried to avoid her, and I accomplished 
that, but along the way we had fights and a visit to the counselor, Mrs. J. She helped A-LOT. Then we were all fine in 
Endeavour.  One day in third grade, we got a letter for the magnet programs at Clark, Sunny Hills, and Briarwood. We 
went to Clark's meeting, and Sunny Hill's meeting about their programs. I decided to try out for Clark, and I got in. 

Clark was fun. The teachers were nice, and the students were friendly too. That very year I tried for private school.  I took 
the test and got my scores, and the letters for if I got in or not. For one school they said no, but for the other I got in!  
This school is called Overlake. Now I can't wait for next year. But I'm only going for middle school, which means I'm 
going to move again in High School!  

You may think it's hard to move schools, or that you would not make any friends.  But, from every school, I learn a new 
thing, like solving conflicts, or handling rejection.  And my favorite thing is a chance to show who I am. For example, I am 
a  great soccer player, and I like to paint, and I love to write poetry.

Every time I walk into a new school, I have stomach aches, or an out of body feeling. But I tell myself every time that this 
is my new school, and I have to get used to it. For many years I've been called the "new kid at school" and, I think I am 
brave enough to go with it.

"...AND MY FAVORITE THING IS A CHANCE TO SHOW WHO I AM. FOR 
EXAMPLE, I AM A GREAT SOCCER PLAYER, AND I LIKE TO PAINT, AND I LOVE 
TO WRITE POETRY."

CHANGING SCHOOLS, LEARNING NEW THINGS - DEVIKA CHIPALKATTI



Amita "The Art of Gifts" is really about the art of giving - with 
generosity, grace, thoughtfulness, and beauty. Amita personally 

selects each item in the store for its 
originality, art, craftsmanship and local or ethnic flavor. By 
thoughtfully curating items based on her relationships with 

artisans and artists, many of whom are local to the 
Seattle area or native to South Asia, Amita's store is a node 

where art and its patrons can meaningfully connect, and the joy 
of gift giving is rediscovered.

Visit us at www.AmitaGifts.com and receive 20% off your 
purchase with the coupon code CREATIVITY!

1815 N- 45 Street, Suite 200, Seattle, WA 98103  
(Wallingford Center)  Ph. 206-632-7998

http://www.AmitaGifts.com


"IT TAKES GREAT COURAGE OR GREAT OBLIVIOUSNESS OR BOTH TO
STEP ONTO THE DANCE FLOOR AND ATTEMPT THIS DIFFICULT DANCE ...
TO SIT ON THE SIDELINES AND ONLY WATCH BECAUSE YOU ARE FOR
WHATEVER REASON NOT ASKED TO DANCE - THAT IS, TO BE REPEATEDLY
REJECTED - TAKES AN EMOTIONAL RESILIENCE I WOULD HAVE SWORN I
DIDN'T HAVE, AND MORE IMPORTANTLY DIDN'T WANT."

PRACTICE FOR REAL LIFE SONIA LYRIS

Across the years Sonia Lyris's fiction has appeared in various magazines and anthologies, and 
if you look very carefully in some used bookstores, you'll find her first novel. Her non-fiction 
runs the gamut from speculation about virtual societies to rants about language to musing 
about dance. Sonia has started and finished a number of companies because she loves 
making things with human perspective and passion. According to rumor, she's either very 
funny or very annoying, or both. She practices dance and fighting arts, a combination that 
amuses her, especially when she's wearing three inch heels. She's exceptionally fond of 
bittersweet chocolate and freshly picked piano music.
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I was not a terribly active child. Raised without the influence of other children, I became physically conservative. I didn't 
climb trees or jump or run or throw things. I moved carefully, thoughtfully. 

I silently mocked the girls in their absurd pink ballet outfits, but I secretly envied all those who so easily ran and jumped 
and played in the physical world. I pretended I wasn't interested, but the truth was that I was afraid. Afraid to get hurt, 
afraid to make a mistake. Afraid to be judged.

It seems so silly now, looking back. How do you learn to do new things without taking chances? Making mistakes? But I 
didn't have that confidence or wisdom then, not in my gut, where it counted. I was far too afraid to fail.

I avoided high school social stresses by focusing on academics. I read books and studied language and wrote. I stepped 
around the fashionistas, slipped past the dancers, rolled my eyes at the cheer leaders, and stumbled into the geeks - 
chess, star trek, gaming - where no one minded my inability to be cool. I told myself it didn't matter.

I did finally start something physical: Aikido. I had felt the call to martial arts my whole young life, and while I was slow, I 
felt accepted. On the mat, no one cared if I was awkward or inelegant. All that mattered was how well my movement 
worked. On top of that, we all wore the same thing: a gi. There was no stress about fashion, no worry about makeup or 
jewelry, and no shoes to be snickered at.

And so when, decades later, I somehow ventured into the realm of formal social dance, where outfits and shoes are 
important, where everyone dances and everyone watches, nothing could have been further from my nature and habits. 
For some mysterious reason I embraced this strange new world, which was as far as was possible from the social safety 
I'd sought and found all those years ago.

Argentine Tango is a dance of passion. Or so we are told. But more interestingly it is a dance of oppositions: formal rules 
and how to break them, slinky outfits and ragged jeans, spiked heels and bare feet. But some things are persistent: on 
the dance floor, everyone sees everything.

"I AVOIDED HIGH SCHOOL SOCIAL STRESSES BY FOCUSING ON 
ACADEMICS. I READ BOOKS AND STUDIED LANGUAGE AND WROTE. I 
STEPPED AROUND THE FASHIONISTAS, SLIPPED PAST THE DANCERS, 
ROLLED MY EYES AT THE CHEER LEADERS, AND STUMBLED INTO THE 
GEEKS..."

PRACTICE FOR LIFE - SONIA LYRIS



So it is not a good place to go if you don't want to be judged. It is in the culture of Tango and the culture where it was 
born in Argentina to watch those who are dancing when you're not, and no one dances all the time. To watch to see who 
is doing what, to listen to hear what is being said with each movement.

It takes great courage or great obliviousness or both to step onto the dance floor and attempt this difficult dance. To do it 
in three inch heels takes a physical balance I was quite sure was beyond me. To sit on the sidelines and only watch 
because you are for whatever reason not asked to dance - that is, to be repeatedly rejected - takes an emotional 
resilience I would have sworn I didn't have and more importantly didn't want.

And yet, through a bizarre series of events, I have willingly come to this place and given up my previous safety. I know 
what other dancers can see in my dancing because of what I can, after years of study, see in theirs. And what is that? I 
see posture, musicality, expression - a million subtleties of physical grace that I had for so long considered irrelevant 
and side-stepped every so smugly.

I have even had nights where I could tell what each person was trying to do with their lives, what burdens they were 
carrying in their hearts, and what was foremost in their spirits, all by watching them dance. Dance -- this dance, at least 
-- seems to be a window into a person's most intimate parts, for those who can see. So what, I wonder, do others see in 
me?

I've studied this dance for years, a set of movements that have no purpose but themselves, all under the keen eyes of 
dancers who know more about my own dancing than I do, and perhaps even know things about me I never will.

Why do I willingly choose to step into this frighteningly exposed world night after night, why push myself to an 
impossible excellence that is based on something as alien to me as the notion of grace? Why?

Because physical balance asks next for emotional balance, and because the ability to face someone else's judgment 
gives me the depth of understanding I need to face my own judgment.
Because the truth of it is this: the judgment of all those watching eyes does not in the least come from outside me.

It's practice for real life, is what it is.

"WHY DO I WILLINGLY CHOOSE TO STEP INTO THIS FRIGHTENINGLY EXPOSED WORLD NIGHT 
AFTER NIGHT, WHY PUSH MYSELF TO AN IMPOSSIBLE EXCELLENCE THAT IS BASED ON 
SOMETHING AS ALIEN TO ME AS THE NOTION OF GRACE? WHY?"

PRACTICE FOR LIFE - SONIA LYRIS



“I HAD NEVER THOUGHT [BEFORE] THAT THERE ARE PEOPLE WHO
DO NOT WANT TO EXIST. BECAUSE EXISTENCE MEANS A COMPLICATED
[THING] IN THE 21ST CENTURY; [IT] MEANS [THE TRIBE] CANNOT
COMPETE WITH THAT KIND OF LIFE… AND ULTIMATELY THEY THINK,
"IT IS BETTER IF WE BECOME NON-EXISTENT"."

IN DIALOGUE WITH PRASANTA NANDA
Prasanta Nanda is a legendary Indian flmmaker, who has served the Oriya film industry as 
an actor, director, screenplay writer and lyricist, and even as a playback singer. Mr. Nanda 
was also former Minister of the State of Orissa, and continues to serve state politics in 
one capacity or another. 

Nanda's recent creation, The Living Ghost, which was screened at the 2010 Seattle 
International Film Festival, is a spectacular film about the endangered way of life of tribal 
people in the mineral-rich Niyamgiri hills. These are select excerpts from Shahana 
Dattagupta's interview with the filmmaker on SCAN TV. 
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SD  – ... About the Dongria tribe that this film is based on … in talking to you earlier, you mentioned that for the last 15 
years, you have been visiting … the Niyamgiri hills and that tribe, and [that] you have an affinity and love for that tribe 
… I am curious about the story writing process and your relationship with the tribe in particular, and if they were 
involved in any way in the film-making?

PN  –  You see …That particular area I love … in November-December, that entire mountain looks absolutely golden 
yellow because that is the period when the flowers of ulsi and mustard [are] all around. Then you feel … is this [the] 
planet, or have we gone to heaven? 

I was making films - entertaining films; I always thought that I must take [the Dongrias] in my film. That is why I used to 
go there continuously. It is a wonderful place - scenic - you have got falls, you have got forests, you have got mountains 
– [it's just] wonderful. By going over there [repeatedly], I saw [what] the Dongria tribe [is like] - they are so innocent, so 
good, so nice, and somehow … I [developed] an affinity for them. 

Once I heard that their particular hills contain around 98% deposits of [the raw material for] aluminum of the world - 
bauxite. Today's modern man would like to get aluminum. He is not interested in the persons who are there. So … they 
went there with the help of the government, with the help of the highest court - Supreme Court's order … to extract 
aluminum. Then I saw [that] those 20,000 Dongrias will eventually have to leave [their] place; they can't stay there! I 
know very well that those tribals are not all normal, ordinary tribals. They stay on the top of the hills because they 
cannot tolerate any temperature more than 20 degrees Celsius. So, if the mountain would go, they would have to come 
to the plains, and [in] the plains, it's around 40 degree Celsius in summer. They will perish! 

Then I thought: [how] can I help? Can I do something? When [the] Supreme Court has given the order, nobody [else] can 
help them… [but] probably my film can.

"BY GOING OVER THERE [REPEATEDLY], I SAW [WHAT] THE DONGRIA TRIBE 
[IS LIKE] - THEY ARE SO INNOCENT, SO GOOD, SO NICE, AND SOMEHOW … 
I [DEVELOPED] AN AFFINITY FOR THEM."

IN DIALOGUE WITH - PRASANTA NANDA



SD – One of the most compelling things I found as I watched … The Living Ghost – and it was also a tagline in the film – 
[was how it portrayed] "the struggle for non-existence" … usually, we hear [about] "struggle for existence." So I just 
was wondering if you would like to comment on that, especially with regard to Vedanta Mining and its efforts to extract 
bauxite from [the area].

PN – You see ... Darwin's theory of evolution has taught the entire world – struggle for existence and survival of the 
fittest – that's what we have heard. I had never thought [before] that there are people who do not want to exist. Because 
existence means a complicated [thing] in the 21st century; [it] means [the tribe] cannot compete with that kind of life, 
and my film has shown vividly [how] they are trying their level best … and ultimately they think, "It is better if we 
become non-existent. It doesn't matter if my name is not coming in the census, that I am living, it's not very important. It 
is very, very important for us to live" … and they can only live when they don't want to live! And you see, in the 21st 
century, if a human being says I am happy [that] I am dead, it's a shame for everybody.

SD – Speaking of modern man … often if you see tribal culture from the perspective of the modern person, you think, 
"Oh they have old and strange rituals and customs" ... but … in your film, we were seeing the rituals of mating, the 
rituals of song and praise of the mountain in the beginning, then I felt … a perspective shift, where the camera started 
to show, not only literally but also metaphorically, the modern man from the point of view of the Dongria tribe. [This] 
modern man uses … sex for trade; [this] modern man wants metal out of the mountain which [the tribe] considers God, 
and then all of a sudden, I realized [that] our rituals also look very strange and disrespectful.

PN – …Actually we cannot dream of such a situation … [since] modern man knows what is sex, he defines it and he 
sells it and markets it. But if you go down to those tribes, [they] do not know [that] sex can be marketed. [About] sex 
they don't bother; [to them] it is an animal instinct, there is no good or bad in it; they have never thought [more] about it. 
They can only know the food that they eat …, the water that they drink from … the stream …, and the jungle and the 
mountain who [have] given them shelter. Except these three things, they do not know anything. If they want to sell 
anything; they will only sell the jungle produce. They didn't know there is a market for sex just as a tiger or a deer 
cannot know there is a market for sex.

“BUT IF YOU GO DOWN TO THOSE TRIBES, [THEY] DO NOT KNOW [THAT] 
SEX CAN BE MARKETED. [ABOUT] SEX THEY DON'T BOTHER; [TO THEM] IT 
IS AN ANIMAL INSTINCT, THERE IS NO GOOD OR BAD IN IT; THEY HAVE 
NEVER THOUGHT [MORE] ABOUT IT. "

IN DIALOGUE WITH - PRASANTA NANDA



SD – Did you face any socio-political challenges in making the film, and also what has been the socio-political impact of 
the film since it was released in 2008?

PN – I am [connected] with this film industry for the last 50 yrs. Always, I have been hearing, "Film is a powerful 
medium. Film can change things". But I have never felt that it has a direct [immediate] impact. Slow impact I knew [of], 
but it takes time, it's an evolutionary process. But [a] powerful impact [was] felt [through] this particular film of mine. 

…I saw those poor Dongrias, those tribal people, [how] they couldn't be helped by executives, [how] they couldn't be 
helped by legislatives. They were denied their place by judiciary, [they were] finished! Except God, there was nobody 
who could have helped them. Then I thought that let me make a movie; it is not executive, it is not legislative, it is not 
judiciary. [Since] for 50 years I have been [hearing that] film is a powerful medium; let me try with it! [So] I tried with 
this kind of film. [And] oh God! The impact was there! And now for [the sake of] that particular place, the Church of 
England … took their investment out of [Vedanta Resources] … Now my 20,0000 Dongria tribe [members] … are 
heaving a sigh of relief, "Yes, Yes, there is a chance probably we will live here!" That's the impact of this film.

SD - Thank you for this amazing discussion. I am curious what your next steps are – in activism, in politics, in 
filmmaking.  Any thoughts about the future with this film, or other films?

PN - Now, I am trying to make another film which I think is a serious message for the entire world - that is religion. I am 
going to emphatically say to the people of the world, that humanity can overpower religion at any time.

"I SAW THOSE POOR DONGRIAS, THOSE TRIBAL PEOPLE, [HOW] THEY 
COULDN'T BE HELPED BY EXECUTIVES, [HOW] THEY COULDN'T BE HELPED 
BY LEGISLATIVES. THEY WERE DENIED THEIR PLACE BY JUDICIARY, [THEY 
WERE] FINISHED! "

IN DIALOGUE WITH - PRASANTA NANDA



This interview can be viewed in its entirety on public channel 77. It will be aired on Monday, July 19th at 7pm and on 
Tuesday, July 20th at 8pm. It will also be available online on www.vimeo.com 

 "The Living Ghost takes a hard look at the exploitative face of the paradigm of development that is being thrust upon 
people in India and other poor countries around the world. The protracted struggle of the Dongria Kondhs, asserting their 
right to live in the land, hills and forests that nurtured them for centuries, is a living and breathing testimony to how 
human lives (specially those belonging to indigenous communities) and their lifestyles become dispensable, when they 
come in the way of the insatiable corporate greed - a monster which in turn is fed and nurtured by our very own 
unbridled consumerism."

For more information about the film The Living Ghost, please visit www.thelivingghost.com

"I AM GOING TO EMPHATICALLY SAY TO THE PEOPLE OF THE WORLD, THAT 
HUMANITY CAN OVERPOWER RELIGION AT ANY TIME."

IN DIALOGUE WITH - PRASANTA NANDA



ARTIST IMPRESSIONS SMRITI RAI
Smriti Rai is a Fiber Artist. She got interested in Fiber Art while doing her Masters in 
Clothing and Textiles from Maharaja Sayajirao University, Baroda, India. Later she taught 
in a Fashion Institute, and also worked as a production merchandiser in the clothing 
industry in India. But her love for art has led her to become a full-time artist. At times, she 
uses other mediums as well to express her art; she experiments with natural dyes, 
weaving and Indian Classical music. Smriti was born and raised in India by her loving 
parents, and she now lives with her husband in Seattle.
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"Spiritual Ties to Culture"
weaving, four-shaft loom linen, acrylic, wool, 33 x 28 inches
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